Sweet Sixteen

Roses are red,
Violets are blue.
Sugar is sweet....

To celebrate sixteen wonderful years of marriage, here are sixteen sweets.
The name of each sweet (as enumerated) can be anagrammed to form the answer word(s) from one of the lines of clues, with two letters left over. (In one case, one of the characters isn’t a letter.)

Write the leftover letters to the side of the clue. If the clue line starts with < then write the two leftover letters in alphabetical order; if the clue line starts with > then write the two leftover letters in backwards alphabetical order; if there’s no indicator then what to do should be obvious.

___ ___   La Brea ___ Pits (3); Honest ___ (3)

___ ___ <   Have a lap (3); ___ Miniver (3, abbr.)

___ ___ >   Inclined plane on a playground (5); Place for spices (4)

___ ___ <   2, 3, 5, 7, 11, etc. (5); Quill (3)

___ ___ >   Terrified screams (7), Road curve (3)

___ ___ <   Certain metal (3); Business-letter opening of old (4)

___ ___ <   Go downhill on a slalom or mogul course (3); 1/60 of a min. (3, abbr.)

___ ___ >   Follow orders (4); At a high temperature (3)

___ ___ <   Frogs’ relatives (5)

___ ___ >   Swiftian prose (6); Bedside illuminator (4)

___ ___ <   Scottish maid (4); Combustion (4)

___ ___ >   Observes (4)

___ ___ <   You and I (2); Young female (4)

___ ___ <   Arithmetic (4); Allows (4)

___ ___ <   Roof support (5); Sen. Franken’s state (4, abbr.)

___ ___ Number in “A Chorus Line”? (3); Designation for the Prince of Wales (3, abbr.)